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Introduction 

I'm guessing you are reading this EBook because you probably feel that you are letting 

yourself or others down by your lack of perceived productivity. You may go to bed at night, 

exhausted but frustrated that you have been so busy, you haven’t got a thing done. You 
didn’t see anything through to the end, you failed. You more than likely feel that you want 
to make the most of your time. You recognise that time is a unique and precious resource 

that you need in order to do your work, accomplish your goals, spend time with your loved 

ones, and enjoy everything that life has to offer. 

 

As Benjamin Franklin said, “Do not squander time for that is the stuff life is made of.” 

Perhaps you have a heavy workload and want to find ways to become more effective so you 

can get more done in less time. Or perhaps you feel overwhelmed or “stressed out” and 
want to find ways to do less and enjoy more. Whatever your reasons, you want to feel more 

focused and in control of your own time, instead of feeling like you rush madly from one 

activity to the next each day until you fall into bed exhausted once more. 

 

Whatever your reasons may be, you have found your way to an ideal place to seek 

assistance. There are many ideas, suggestions and recommendations to follow that will help 

you become better organised and more productive. You will be able to use my experience to 

judge against your own behaviours and make judgement calls on what is best for you.  

 

There is one key element to all this which you have to understand and appreciate before 

starting off into the world of Time Management and that is you cannot manipulate, 

condense or amend time in any way; the phrase is an oxymoron, like Army Intelligence or 

legal murder, where the two words do not have any specific or direct correlation to each 

other, simply used in that combination for an effect. 

 

  

 

 



 

Chapter 1: So what exactly Is this Time Management? 
 

Time management is very simply a set of principles, practices, skills, tools, and even systems 

combined in a methodology to help you get more value out of your time with the aim of 

improving the quality of your life from a productivity and quality perspective. 

 

A major and important point to make a distinction on is that time management is not always 

about getting lots of things done or ticked off; it is making sure that you are working on the 

right things, at the right time and ensuring that the things that truly need to be completed 

are addressed in order of priority. 

 

Experienced and knowledgeable managers know that there is much more to do than anyone 

could possibly accomplish. This situation, if you do not identify it early enough, can lead to 

stress and a condition of overwhelm. When you feel overwhelmed, it seems pointless to do 

anything. In a state of overwhelm it appears that whatever you may start to do will have 

little or no impact, so there is no point in starting anything.  The more discerning time 

managers recognise that instead of trying to do it all, they have to be extremely selective 

about what may take up their time, and how much.  

 

By choosing to spend their time focussing on a few vital projects that will really make a 

difference, rather than spending all their time doing many trivial things that don't really 

matter all that much, they get more done, quicker and in the right order. This way helps 

them hit target after target with results that count and make a difference. 

 

Becoming a good time manager is actually quite easy and you will find that in a matter of 

days, sometimes only after one or two, you will not only get a lot more done in less time, 

but you’ll feel more relaxed, focused and in control of your life. 
 

You’ll be able to use your time in a much more balanced and effective way, and you’ll be 
able to make time for the people and activities that you love. When you get to the end of a 

busy day, you’ll feel a strong sense of accomplishment from everything that you actually got 
done. 

 

Improving your time management skills can even help you get better results by doing less 

work, because you're focusing on the things that really matter rather than all the low-

priority busywork that just keeps you busy. 

 

Now, everyone’s priorities are going to look different because we’re all different with 

different situations, different needs, different commitments, different struggles and 

different strengths and weaknesses. What works for one person won’t necessarily work for 
another. Also, what works in one “season” of our life might not work at all in another 

“season”. 
 

People often ask me how can I run a successful consultancy business, write books, use social 

media to good effect, go to networking drinks and dinners, respond to people in forums and 



write articles for a national magazine as well as the countless other things I do each day of 

each week. Quite honestly, I don’t know how, I just do, and reasonably well, it would seem. 

By implementing the secrets I share in this book in my own life, I’ve realised just a few of 

these extraordinary benefits: 

 A super-easy way to prioritise my day! 

 How to “Eat that Frog” and get that tough task behind me! 
 Capturing many great ideas for later use, yet staying focused on the immediate task! 

 A way to capture those critical action points or key elements during the flow of your 

meeting or conversation! 

 Staying motivated and focused on the end game! 

 Feeling more balance between the personal and professional portions of my life! 

 Avoiding the guilt of disappointing others, and especially not my loved ones! 

  

I am actually starting to write this book after having a rare weekend away from any work 

that I would normally be doing. On Friday evening, my wife and I attended an Institute 

dinner in the next town. On Saturday from early morning we had our two grandsons by our 

eldest daughter for 24 hours, they are four and two; great fun but full on. After they left at 

about eleven this morning we then had to prepare one of our bathrooms for some work we 

are having done tomorrow and my wife went to work. She’s a staff nurse and work’s shifts, 
thus giving me some time to put pen to paper. Was all this planned out? You bet it was, 

however, clearly, it doesn’t all have to be work; work; work! 

 

You have to learn to prioritise things in your life to be effective and to decide what is urgent 

and important, what is non-urgent and important; what is urgent and not important and 

what is non-urgent and not important. And is best described in the Steven Covey Classic 

“The Seven Habits of Highly Effective People”but hopefully I can give you an idea in figure 1 

 
 

So you have decided to pick up this book because you look at yourself every morning, still 

sleepy and dreamy from the less than five hours of sleep. You are about to start your day 



with seemingly insurmountable tasks: there are bills waiting to be paid, reports to be 

submitted before 12 noon, calls to be made, a long grocery list for the weekends, a 

barbecue party, endless post-6 p.m. meetings, tasks, tasks, tasks...and even more tasks. You 

are an overworked and stressed out machine and you feel the weight on your shoulder. 

Your biggest enemy is not your boss, nor is it your children's math teacher; but you and 

time, or the lack of it, to finish all your responsibilities and activities. 

 

Gadgets and modern tools, like mobile communications (smartphones), laptop computers, 

and tablet computers like the Apple IPad and Asus Transformer, Samsung Galaxy etc. have 

made our lives easier and have given us the necessary advantage to lessen our time to work 

on certain tasks. Better and better connectivity to the internet and mobile networks have 

increased our production capability to what we would have classed as downtime before. 

The connectivity of people through mobile technology, as well as the vast and efficient 

transportation system in industrialised and currently developing countries, leads to faster 

communication and social linkages. Changes like these have highlighted and brought to 

everyone’s attention (again), the importance of time management and a creation of a more 

organised and practical lifestyle.  

 

Time is still a constant and this constant provides you with twenty four fresh hours every 

day. That’s one thousand, four hundred and forty minutes, or eighty six thousand four 
hundred seconds per day. No one has any more, no one has any less. What is important is 

how you manage your activity in this time. That is what time management is all about; 

activity management. 

 

More than this, time management is an important skill and knowledge especially in 

organising complicated social structures. In practical terms, we must recognise the 

importance of every moment and how each daily perception of second, minute, hour, etc. 

affects our survival and interaction with others in our rapidly changing environment. We 

could learn new things by knowing the importance of little changes that could affect larger 

phenomena. 

 

Time Management and Your Life  

We have not only invented time and its various measurements (seconds/milliseconds, days, 

centuries etc.); but we're also able to give meaning in the usage of time when an experience 

was felt or when a task was done. 

 

The highly organised structure of our society gives us the ability to limit our physical and 

mental space. Our environment is composed of objects and things that we have invented, 

and associated with these are the labels and concepts that define their existence. For 

example, medicines have expiration dates, which give us the time period to use them within 

their period of potency. We have birthdays, wedding dates, anniversaries, and other special 

dates to recognise as important events, as they signal significant changes or developments 

in our lives. 

 

We have also created the specific periods in which human efficiency and environmental 

conditions are considered to maintain balance. Just imagine the importance of rest and 

sleep and the cycle that is followed in the creation of our work, play, and learning schedules. 



Thus, we are able to measure and define things according to their proper space in what we 

measure as time. 

 

Time Management is one human organisational aspect that we should give utmost 

consideration to. This form of management (either as part of self-improvement or within 

the level of professional work) is the process of perceiving the measured changes and 

developments and closely monitoring how we deploy our skills and production capacity 

within a limited period. We also recognise that there will be side-swipes and things will 

suddenly emerge that whilst not immediately impacting us, could escalate if we do not 

assist in the dealing of it, so we learn to remain flexible in our approach.  By analysing our 

"work styles," along with the development of other processes (machine works, 

transportation, communication), we can lay down basic foundation in which we can assess 

our development as individuals. 

 

Part of this development is our ability to make plans and revise and amend our working 

conditions. The availability and co-ordination of ours and others time, its restriction or 

leeway, should always be considered in making plans, in organising, and in bringing out the 

efficiency of each individual to create a smooth work flow. 

 

However, Time Management is also a part of an individual learning experience in getting 

along with other people and with changes in the environment. Some might give time the 

capacity to control their lives, and others may find themselves a slave of time. Some might 

have no time at all to relax and create a stress-free lifestyle. But the bottom-line is not to 

make time an enemy. One must have time to think of things in order, to plan ways to 

minimise waste of time, energy, and valuable resources. 

 

Effective time management involves patience and practical thinking. Time and the natural 

changes in the environment may be modified but in the end, we should follow the natural 

order of things. On the other hand, we can use tools and ideas that could improve our 

efficiency in using time. There are things, like energy that are not renewable; and there are 

moments that are irreplaceable.  

 

We cannot control time but we can make adjustments based on a given moment. Learning 

or studying something to achieve mastery is one good example where we can minimise 

errors or develop ourselves amidst the ever-changing times. During this period of learning, 

we must maximise the given resources to fully develop a skill or to acquire knowledge so 

that by the time we need such skill, we won't be wasting hours just by learning the 

necessary human adaptation to solve a problem. 

 

Anyone who is able to prepare for a number of possibilities upon entering a situation may 

have more time to think of the moves and decision to take to minimise the possibilities of 

errors. There are certain pre-requisites that help you manage your time effectively and we 

will finish this chapter with their detail. 

 

Firstly, think of goals and aims as necessary achievements. We deal with goals in my book 

“Unlock Your Success Secrets” and Chapter 7 in my book “Easy Ways to Self-Development” 
is about being more effective using time management. In achieving your desired goals, I 



always found it best to start with a positive outlook. You must be excited with the 

challenges and tasks that you have to do to give you the right start or motivation. However, 

I believe you need to also see the path towards your goals in concrete terms. These 

achievements or aims can be reached by becoming realistic and by knowing your directions. 

Think of the scenarios of success but I found the best way of viewing these was to also 

recognise the fact that these roads have to be traversed in a given time. There is no instant 

gratification. In this way, you are not only looking at the possibility of success, but you are 

also giving yourself the right motivation and the proper time to prepare for a fresh start and 

achieve your goals at the soonest possible time. 

 

Then I found that thinking of the time frame in achieving goals and aims was good for 

planning and could break it up into sprints and marches. You recognise that you need to do 

a task at a particular time. As you begin planning your strategy, you must also plan forward 

and recognise your time frames in doing such tasks. I seldom found these accurate and 

these are just estimates or approximations since you are not usually the sole factor that will 

contribute in finishing the given task. Be conscious of the processes involved and impacts on 

them if things don’t go to plan; for example, if you are to write a book or an article, consider 

the time you have available for this activity. However, since you are also doing other things, 

you cannot devote your entire time to that single activity. Think of your other activities that 

might affect the time factor in finishing given tasks. You might be spending too much time 

on a very non-urgent and non-important activity (like too many late night parties or soirees 

or a whole day in front of your computer playing online games) that will give you less time 

to go on with your plan towards self-fulfilment and success. 

 

Prepare for the unexpected and be realistic in expectation of change. Time management 

involves flexibility and open-mindedness. Do not expect that you can finish a task in what 

you've considered as your time frame unless everything is laid down perfectly. You should 

allot some allowance in your time frame, probably for the sake of the unforeseen or 

unexpected circumstances. Remember that challenges and unexplored (even unknown as 

yet) opportunities bring development so don't be upset with these changes since everything 

is undergoing a synthesis. Level the playing field with innovative strategies based on the 

situation and knowledge you will acquire from your experience in doing the task. Maximise 

your time by examining your errors and by moving on with solutions that will sustain 

whatever efforts you have given to traverse difficult situations and challenges. 

 

Know your work style. You work with your habits, your cycles, and socio-economic rhythms. 

You sleep, eat, exercise, read a book, or cook with either efficiency or a relaxed lifestyle. Of 

course you wouldn't want to be caught like a snail and be crushed with pressures because of 

limited time, so it would be better if you give yourself some time to think about yourself. 

Know how fast you can work on things. Try to identify where you might make some 

improvements like grouping your similar tasks or keeping discussions with certain people for 

a specific time period. This may be difficult since habits and lifestyles have become personal 

markers themselves that give you the idea of your daily routines or tasks. Your sleeping 

habits and work efficiency are based on what you've grown-up with as an individual — you 

may either stay late at night or sleep early, as what you've been taught or what your 

household has been doing since you're a child. I found it really useful to write down 

everything I did and how long it took me. Then analyse the results and knowing how fast I 



can work on things provided me with a frame of reference for my planning. Doing this helps 

in spotting areas of inefficiency that I can work on or eliminate if they are no longer relevant 

as well.  

 

Know your environment. Every house has timings of its own, your office has schedules, and 

your neighbourhood has activities to offer. You are surrounded by these time schedules. It 

would be better if you would be conscious of the time flow in your surroundings. If you are 

not alone in your workplace and other people are dependent on your activity, try to tie in 

with or get them to alter their time and schedules. All of these would affect your time 

frames and you must be in-sync with all of these to manage your limited time hassle-free. 

Planning, like in any other preparations, is a way of saving time for errors. Mistakes usually 

happen because of unexpected and unforeseen factors such as wrong estimates of 

resources or the entry of new variables in solving a problem. However, with the proper plan 

and preparation, these unforeseen circumstances can be expected as well as minimised. In 

such way, you may still finish the task in a given time. 

 

By considering these factors, you are not only giving yourself the ability to reflect on how 

time flows in your world, but you are also recognising, and trying to leverage the factors 

that affect time and its fluidity in your workspace. You will not be overwhelmed by the 

avalanche of work because of the seemingly uncontrollable rock slide but you can now 

prepare for refuges and mitigation work to stem the flow or divert the main part 

somewhere else. 

  



 

Chapter 2: How do I know what is the most important? 
 

Twenty four hours in a day is not enough time for many people to do everything in their 

schedule. I learned through a painful process that it is imperative to perform my activities in 

the order of priority. This sounds so simple, and it is, yet so many people don’t prioritise 
properly and end up with knee-jerk reactions to events that cost time and money to put 

right. 

 

The art of prioritising covers 4 major task groups as we discussed in figure 1: 

1. Important and Urgent 

2. Not Important but Urgent 

3. Not Urgent but Important 

4. Not Important and Not Urgent 

 

Important and Urgent 

These tasks are the ones that must be done right away, or consequences may result. An 

example would be bills that are due today. If you don't pay your bills on time, you would 

incur additional charges or they might cut off their services to you. Activities belonging to 

this category need to be acted upon without delay. You should give them the highest 

priority. 

 

The good news is that some of the tasks included in this category are simple enough and can 

be delegated to someone else, like buying grocery items for the party tonight. Outsourcing 

can be a very intelligent decision when it comes to taking care of manual jobs. If you can 

spare some money in exchange for your time (when you can do much more productive 

stuffs), then go for it. The rich treat their time more importantly than their money. 

  

Not Important but Urgent 

The significance of an activity falling in this category depends on the individual. For example, 

a 3-day super sale might not be important for some because the items on sale are things 

that they don't necessarily need at present. (They might take advantage of the sale even 

when they think it's not important because they just felt the urgency that this is a rare 

occasion and this might never happen again.) Whereas someone who always wants to buy a 

Harry Potter book but cannot previously afford one may treat a book sale as both important 

and urgent. 

 

One thing you can do to determine any task’s significance is to analyse the negative effects 

that may occur as a result of not doing it. If you consider the consequences of any inaction 

will result in no material change for the benefit of the overall plan then just don't do it at all; 

it then becomes non-urgent and non-important. 

 

Not Urgent but Important 

You might often put off tasks in this category, but these are the ones that require your 

attention more. These involve planning, organising, and implementing your objectives. 



 

The real danger in delaying these activities lies on the possibility that you may engage in 

more unimportant tasks that you see as more urgent. This would therefore eat up a lot 

more of your time. For example, instead of planning on how to increase your sales or 

minimise your expenses, you tend to put most of your time in entertaining customers 

(which, by the way, can be done by other people). 

  

Or worse, you may procrastinate (more of this in a later chapter) until you realise that 

you've not been doing any activity under this category for a long time now. 

 

Give these tasks high priority. You may not immediately realise the advantages of 

accomplishing them, but the benefits in the long run is worth the efforts you will be pouring 

into them. 

 

Not Important and Not Urgent 

You might think activities in this section are not worth people's time, so they won't engage 

in these activities much. Think again. You would be surprised to know that people spend 

most of their time doing things that are both unimportant and non-urgent, such as watching 

TV and movies, playing video games, senseless chatting for hours on the phone, shopping 

for new clothes, etc. 

 

Of course, it is essential for people to relax and unwind once in a while. "All work and no 

play makes Jack a dull boy," as they say. But you should be strict in limiting your time for 

these activities; that is, if you really want to accomplish a lot in your life. 

Treat activities belonging to this section with the lowest priority. If you really want to 

succeed, strictly limit your time in doing these activities or don't do them at all. Focus on 

those that will bring you fruitful results. 

 

Methodology 

The strategic planning and goal setting can move your organisation to world class 

performance. We discussed these methods in my books “Unlock Your Success Secrets” and 
“Easy Ways to Self-Development” where in goal setting and establishing key result areas it is 

always best to describe the stages in detail. Leaders look to a strategic plan for guidance and 

goal setting for identification of the milestones, obstacles or key points of the plan. It is 

advisable to have at least some general ideas of where you want to take it and what is a 

desirable direction, which dictates your priorities. 

Once again I will not delve into the reams of material on goal setting or strategy theories, 

but you need to know that you will simply have to understand; 

 Where you are going? 

 How long you want to take to get there? 

 What is likely to be needed along the way? 

 What is likely to be found along the way? 

If I was to plan a holiday trip,  



 I would list the potential destinations (hot, sunny, friendly, good food etc.) and 

decide exactly where. 

 I would decide what sort of holiday I wanted (Cruise, beach, back-packing, self-

catering, hotel etc.) 

 I would identify the time scale and costs (visit travel agents, search online etc) 

 Note the currency needs (more if I am just bed and breakfast or doing a lot of travel) 

 Check out any inoculations I may need or other medications such as anti-malaria 

tablets 

 Book holiday and wait for the due date to arrive? Perhaps, or I may perform other 

due diligence like weather expectations, sights to see, food to try, customs and other 

things to experience. I would plan my journey and manage my expectations. 

What is something happened and I couldn’t go or had to change the dates???? I would 
simply re-plan the tactical elements, but the strategic objectives may remain the same. Or, 

alternatively, I might scrap the whole thing and go somewhere else. I wouldn’t have failed, 
just re-scheduled. 

The problem with most people is that they think if they set a goal or strategy and it doesn’t 
happen the way they planned, they have failed. I can think of many of my goals where I had 

to change the direction or magnitude mid-course, because other variables had come into 

play and I needed to make executive decisions on the outcomes. Life is not perfectly 

smooth, there are ups and downs and that’s why it is important to review and revise on at 
least a quarterly basis.  

 

The age old retort of “What if I set these goals and they don’t happen?” is always heard, but 
the simple response is “What if they do?” The late Jim Rohn, a famous guru in the world of 

efficiency, said that earning a million pounds is important not for the money, but for the 

person it makes you into in order to earn that money. It is not what you gain, but what you 

become by planning, and disciplining yourself to follow through on your goals and dreams. 

 

Ok, so we have identified where we waste time and where we want to go with our life, 

career, savings, investment, health or other areas of our life, how do we make that a reality? 

Like all great ideas, the simple ones are the best. What you need is a To-Do list. Simply that 

– you can buy pads of them or make up your own on your printer.  

 

From the moment you integrate into your life time management skills, you have opened 

several options that can provide a broad spectrum of solutions to your personal growth. It 

also creates more doors for opportunities to knock on. 

 

A technique I personally use is the To-Do List and the ABCDE method, as taught by Brian 

Tracy, personal development trainer and developer. 

 

Now, To-Do lists have rules and if you just added things to it each day, you could well end up 

with a list of urgent and stupid things that get you nowhere.  Please bear with me as the 

rules are simple. 

 



So what tools do I use for this exercise of self-discipline and motivation? Quite simply, all I 

use a pen and pieces of paper.  

 

My To-Do list contains a number, a couple of lines and a tick box at the end. Then there 

appears the next number with a couple of lines and a tick box. I have up to 24 sections like 

this on a page. 

 

I write my items on each line and add to it throughout the day, if necessary. 

 

At the end of the day, usually before going to bed, I will write out a fresh list, discarding the 

completed tasks and then prioritising the remaining tasks. 

 

I use the ABCDE method to evaluate the priority. 

 

The ABCDE method is simple and effective and works like this; 

A – Top priority, a must be done task – urgent or important (or both) 

B – A secondary priority – would be good to do it or progress it (important) 

C – A nice to do task but one that has little consequence on my productivity or 

performance 

D – Delegate or defer – adds little value to anything 

E – Eliminate – not worth even re-writing – a no value or even negative value issue. 

 

Sometimes, small tasks will emerge and these I will deal with quickly. In ten minutes I can 

whip through them and get them dealt with. These might be responding to a small query, 

sending a document, providing an opinion or recommendation. There is a large value to 

your efficiency if you can “Single Handle” tasks – i.e., do them and get rid of them in one 

quick flurry of activity. 

 

Once I have identified the tasks I will then number them 1 to x to sub-prioritise them and 

then they are ready for the next day. I write the list out in priority and number order, 

making sure that I add in any ideas that may spring to mind whilst doing this mundane task. 

I note in the left hand margin A1, A2, A3 etc. and that gives me an ordered list to deal with. 

There is, however, a magical link between writing out your To-Do list and your brain starting 

to look for answers. 

 

Overnight, I know my subconscious will work on the list and provide some answers for me in 

the next morning. It is key to keep some notepaper somewhere near you to write down 

these “inspirations” or “ideas” as they come to you. 
 

By completing the tasks in this order, I am achieving my highest value goals, or at least 

activities towards these goals, and the final; golden rule is that you never start a 

subordinate task until all of the previous category are completed or advanced as much as 

possible.  

 

So that, in a nutshell, is the basis of planning your time, setting your strategy and identifying 

the pathways to your goals for any area of your life. When you start to get the sense of 

achievement that you only experience as tasks are ticked off your list and plans materialise 



before your eyes; when you become effective and efficient at doing what you can do in the 

best possible way, everything starts to look positive, it relaxes you and helps you sleep at 

night. Stress is caused by people doing things that they either don’t understand or don’t 
know why they are doing them. You can change all that for yourself. 

 



 

Chapter 3: The Time Thieves 
 

Almost everyone is guilty of giving in or becoming victim to these time thieves one way or 

another. In fact, most of these time thieves have become normal parts of people's daily 

lives. 

 

TV and Radio 

Who can resist watching their favourite shows on TV? If you really want to save massive 

amounts of time, turn off the TV. I know it's extremely difficult to control the urge; but if 

you start watching TV, you'll get hooked. What may have originally been a thought to watch 

a one-hour show could turn into a 4-hour addiction? Be strict in limiting your watching time. 

Better yet, don't watch at all! Since cutting out trivia TV from my life, I trebled my 

productivity. I cannot say how much it now pleases me to watch only what I am interested 

in and doing so under a strict regime. 

 

The same thing applies to the radio. If you're going to listen at all, choose classical music. 

There are empirical studies that prove it stimulates the brain and is a more productive use 

of your time. 

 

Phone 

The phone can actually be a time-saver if you know how to use it properly. Instead of 

emailing someone, engaging in a phone call can allow you to get the answers right away. 

"Saying it" is definitely faster than "writing it." Of course, there are exceptions when email 

or other methods are better, like when a detailed list is needed. 

 

You can prevent phone calls from stealing your time by telling the caller nicely that you have 

some urgent matters to attend to, and that you will try to call back soon. 

  

Do you know another reason why telephones waste a lot of your time? They require the use 

of your hand, which makes it difficult to do other tasks when you are talking. Invest in a 

headset if you can. It will free up both of your hands so you can do other things while you 

are chatting away. 

 

Queuing 

Nothing could test your patience more than waiting for your turn in long queues. As much 

as possible, avoid going to crowded places. If you cannot avoid this, pick a schedule where 

you least expect many people to show up. For example, buy your groceries on weekdays or 

better still, shop online. Don't shop during weekends and paydays. If you treat time as gold, 

then the extra time you'll be saving as a result of this act is worth much more than the extra 

money you'll be spending. In case you really have no choice but to queue, then don't waste 

your time complaining. Do something productive like reading a book, listening to 

educational tapes, or writing your future plans in your notebook or Filofax. 

 

 



Traffic Terror 

This is another hair-pulling moment, especially when you're running late for an important 

appointment. Avoid the rush hours by all means. Anticipate when a traffic jam is usually 

occurring during the day so you can adjust your commuting time. Use online travel 

information services or get a traffic monitor for your satnav. If your destination is not too far 

away, a walking session might be a great idea to evade traffic, save on fuel or money, and 

attain a healthy lifestyle. 

 

Too Much 

Life is becoming more and more complex every day. We are being inundated with tons of 

pieces of information from multiple forms of media and many people just let it happen. We 

have too many tasks to do in a day. To solve this dilemma, try to make everything in life as 

simple as possible. Don't present yourself with too many choices. Don’t put too many 
choices in front of customers or your bosses; people get confused if you sell them products 

with too many combinations, varieties, or options. Time will be consumed in deciding which 

one is really the best and that time is wasted. 

 

If you can group tasks together, you will find that by single handling paperwork, you can 

actually keep it under control. If you receive magazines, I always ask, will I read it? If the 

answer is no, it goes in the bin. If there may be interesting pieces, I put it aside and make a 

point to review in the next few days. Anything over two weeks old is put in the bin. If I have 

letters, complaints or other issues, I group them together and attack them as a single item; 

if your brain is tuned into that activity you can save time by doing all the same activity one 

after another. 

 

Pause a while every time you are going to do an activity. Always ask yourself, "What can I do 

along with this task to save more time in the future?" For instance, you are going to buy a 

birthday card for your friend. By asking the question, you might come up with the decision 

to buy more birthday cards instead of just one, to give to those who will be having their 

birthdays later in the year; so you don't have to go to the shop every time there is a birthday 

occasion. Same goes for stamps or ad-hoc stationery, don’t just get what you immediately 
need, plan ahead. 

  

Emails  

More individuals rely on email to get their messages across faster, cheaper, and more 

conveniently. However, there are certain downsides to using email as a means of 

communication. Many people check their emails many times during the day, therefore 

hampering their productivity. They've become addicted to emails so much that they spend 

hours reading and replying, even to junk mails! And speaking of junk mails, sorting out your 

emails and separating the junk from the worthwhile can be a very time-consuming activity. 

 

I have compiled some tips to make emails work for you in your pursuit to manage time 

efficiently. 

 

1. Check your emails a maximum of twice a day. If you want to accomplish many tasks, 

limit your time in reading your emails. Suitable times would be first thing in the morning (to 



take care of urgent matters) and a couple of hours before the end of the day before you end 

your work (to catch up with last-minute concerns). 

2. If you are a manager, set up a log of "Frequently Asked Questions". The same 

questions can be repeatedly asked by different people over time. It is obvious that typing 

the same answers to the same questions over and over again is extremely time-consuming. 

It is therefore advisable to set up templates of answers so you can just copy and paste them 

whenever the same questions are being asked again. A better way is to set up a "Frequently 

Asked Questions" page if you have an intranet site so you can just refer people to it when 

they have queries. The only time they'll email you is when their queries are genuine and 

bespoke. 

3. Answer your emails clearly and to the point. Don't overcomplicate the explanation. 

Do not respond to FYI (For Your Information) emails. Never reply to spam messages or to 

junk mails. 

4. Use the phone. Several minutes spent in replying to emails can be shortened 

tremendously by just calling the person. You'll get faster responses and you'll end up saving 

lots of time. And of course, the personal touch is priceless. 

5. Terminate spam. Spam messages are very prevalent nowadays. Not only can they 

waste a lot of your time, but they can be very annoying as well. To prevent spam, don't 

spread your email address like wildfire. It would be advisable to have a private email 

address that only a few trusted people know. Set up your own domain.  If you're inserting 

your email address in websites and messages, you may replace @ with "AT." For instance, 

write down markjonesATyahoo.com instead of mark_jones@yahoo.com and automated 

email harvesting software cannot determine this text. 

6. Get your email across to external persons. Sometimes, your email could mistakenly 

be regarded as spam, and this would waste your time in composing that message. To 

prevent such occurrence, be careful with your choice of words and do not put URLs in the 

email, always use the hyperlink option (CTRL+K). Avoid words or phrases that trigger the 

spam filters. Some words to avoid: free, money, sex, amazing, limited offer, naked, 

opportunity, debt, loans, lottery, retire, urgent 

 

Other Robbers 

There are certainly many other time thieves depending on each individual's circumstances. 

Examples include waiting for your spouse in the shopping mall, making mistakes in filling out 

application forms, and other such things. Use your mind to think of possible solutions. If you 

can't avoid being involved in such predicaments, then at least make those moments 

productive by reading books, listening to educational tapes, etc. 
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Chapter 4: Making time management work in the workplace 
 

It is a sad fact that many employees tend to work longer than eight hours in a day. The 

addiction of working continuously even after the clock strikes five has become a prevalent 

scenario in today's fast-paced world. However, we really understand that many just attend 

for that period and do not necessarily work for that time, as they are not efficient or 

productive. 

 

“Don’t mistake activity for achievement” – John Wooden 

 

For most professional people in the major industries, working overtime has become a way 

of life. Many employees admit that they feel obliged to do as much work as possible or to 

finish their tasks the very same day they're given. In my previous job, some of the 

employees even work past midnight in the office just to get things done. This is absolutely 

absurd. There are much better ways of exceeding the expectations of the boss rather than 

sacrificing your health and personal life. 

 

In this chapter you will learn some fantastic tactics to enable you to get home early and 

achieve a balanced life. 

 

Work Quality Hours 

Some employees may acquire a "happy-go-lucky" attitude because they think that whatever 

they have not finished within the normal working hours, they can accomplish later during 

overtime. They therefore tend to work slower. They have the inclination to do other things 

during office hours like chatting with their co-workers regarding the latest gossips, surfing 

the internet for personal reasons, and reading joke emails sent by their friends. 

 

These are not acceptable acts by a responsible employee. Not only will the employee spend 

less time for rest and relaxation by staying late in the office, but the company would also 

have to shoulder more overtime pay for work that should normally executed within the 

regular working time. 

 

If you want to maintain a balanced life, then start a little earlier and finish a little later. You 

might think that this is not a logical step to take as you do so much more already, but once 

you get the hang of planning your day properly, you will use this extra time to make sure 

you are not doing anything at home or at weekends as you'll become more focused with 

your job and you'll spend less time doing unproductive tasks. 

 

The key word here is focus. You have to be disciplined enough that in the morning, you 

execute your major tasks from the previous day’s planning. You spend the evening (after 
four o’clock) to collate your notes from the day, do the next day’s planning and prioritisation 

for finalising before you go to bed or before you go out for the evening. By doing this, you 

are imposing a strict deadline on yourself and your subconscious will help you in achieving 

such feat. And you miss the main rush hour traffic both ways. 



 

I have found that by achieving balance and getting enough rest, I ended up becoming more 

efficient than if I worked countless hours the day before. The best use of your time is to plan 

on how you are going to handle the work that you will be doing tomorrow.  

 

First thing in the morning, you should begin by clearing off your desk or workspace so that 

you only have one task in front of you. If necessary, put everything on the floor or on the 

table behind you. Gather all the information, reports, details, papers, and work materials 

that you will require to complete the job. Have them at hand so you can reach them without 

getting up or moving. Be sure that you have all writing materials, computer disks, access 

codes, email addresses and everything else you need to start and continue working until the 

job is done.  

 

At the start of every day you will know precisely the tasks you need to execute first and you 

will find that you are not constantly asking yourself throughout the day, what other things 

you need to finish and whipping yourself into a frenzy. You will gain more direction to 

accomplish whatever needs to be done. I found that by doing this I become efficient and 

productive. 

 

Certain factors may negatively affect anyone’s performance, the effect of which could be 

disastrous to all concerned. Listed below are some of the things you need to pay attention 

to if you want to become efficient at your job: 

 

1. Do not accept more than you can handle. Sometimes, people want to please their 

bosses so much that they would be willing to add up more work to their already unending 

tasks with the hope of being recognised and promoted. Just learn to say no. 

 

Once you can clearly determine the one or two things that you should be doing, above all 

others, just say no to all diversions and distractions and focus single-mindedly on 

accomplishing those priorities.  

 

Much stress that you experience in your work life comes from working on low-priority tasks. 

The amazing discovery is that as soon as you start working on your highest-value activity, all 

your stress disappears. You feel a continuous stream of energy and enthusiasm. As you work 

toward the completion of something that is really important, you feel an increased sense of 

personal value and inner satisfaction. You experience a sensation of self-mastery and self-

control. You feel calm, confident and capable. 

 

2. Organise your files and office supplies well. A table with too much clutter can leave 

you in disarray. Make sure you group identical things together so you won't have to waste 

time in finding the things you need.  

 

The most important question you need to ask is; What are your highest value activities? 

First, think this through for yourself. Then, ask your boss. Ask your co-workers and 

subordinates. Ask your friends and family. Like focusing the lens of a camera, you must be 

crystal clear about your highest value activities before you begin work. 

 



The second question you can ask continually is, "What can I and only I do, that if done well, 

will make a real difference?" 

 

This question comes from Peter Drucker, the management guru. It is one of the best of all 

questions for achieving personal effectiveness. What can you, and only you do, that if done 

well, can make a real difference? 

 

This is something that only you can do. If you don't do it, it won't be done by someone else. 

But if you do it, and you do it well, it can really make a difference to your life and your 

career. What is your answer to this question? 

 

Every hour of every day, you can ask yourself this question and there will be a specific 

answer. Your job is to be clear about the answer and then to start and work on this task 

before anything else. 

 

3. Move it. Your body, that is. Exercise has been proven to reduce work-related stress 

and anxiety. Regular exercise can help maintain your body in tip-top condition to handle the 

challenges of work. If you can, stretch your body or take frequent breaks within your work 

schedule to revitalise yourself. Go for a walk at lunchtimes. Good health will help you to be 

free of pain and illness and to have a continuous flow of energy and feelings of well-being. 

In fact, your health is so central to your life that you take it for granted until something 

happens to disrupt it. 

 

4. Get enough sleep. We have been led to believe that there is basically one kind of 

energy. We supposedly replenish this energy by sleeping at night, and during the day, we 

use it up again. It is as though we are machines powered by batteries, and each night we 

recharge our batteries for seven or eight hours. However, there are some problems with 

this view of energy. The biggest problem is that it does not deal with the fact that there are 

actually three different kinds of energy, each of which is necessary for maximum 

performance. 

 

The three main forms are physical energy, emotional energy, and mental energy. Each of 

these energies is different, but they are interrelated, and they depend on each other. 

 

And don’t forget; make out your To-do list the night before or at the end of the workday. 

Move everything that you have not yet accomplished onto your list for the coming day and 

then add everything that you have to do the next day. When you make out your list the 

night before, your subconscious mind works on your list all night long during your slumber. I 

often find that I will wake up with great ideas and insights that you can use to get your job 

done faster and better than you had initially thought. 

 

5. Use technology for your betterment, and not for a fashion statement. If you're given 

a choice, choose a laptop instead of a desktop computer for better accessibility to your work 

when you're outside the office. Sync this with a lightweight tablet that you can use in 

meetings or whilst commuting. 

 



6. Since your diet has such an impact on your level of physical energy, and through it 

your levels of mental and emotional energy, the more fastidious you are about what you put 

into your mouth, the better you will feel and the more productive you will be. We know 

now that foods high in fat, sugar, or salt are not good for your body. The lighter the foods 

you eat, the more energy you have. 

 

The Art of Delegation 

"No man is an island." While some may adopt the philosophy "If you want to do it right, you 

got to do it yourself," we still need other people's help sooner or later. And when it comes 

to effective time management, delegating or assigning tasks to others is a must. 

 

As discussed in the ABCDE methodology earlier, delegation is key to the effective and 

productive executive and just as important to the work-from-home business person too. 

You might think that doing it all yourself would make you a hero. On the contrary I have 

found that this would only eat up a lot more of your time, time you could spend in doing 

other things that could make you feel more satisfied or accomplished. Also, who would like 

to do things they don't enjoy? You only live once, so make the most of it. 

 

What are the things you can delegate to others? 

There are many unemployed people who would be willing to do the jobs for you, if the price 

is right. But how do you determine if it's really worth it to hire someone else in exchange for 

your hard-earned money? 

  

Write down the more enjoyable or more satisfying things that you can do, as a result of not 

engaging in tasks you don't enjoy. I believe you'll live a more fulfilling life by shedding out a 

little cash in exchange for some valuable free time. After all, money can be replaced 

anytime, but lost time can never be reclaimed. 

  



 

Chapter 5: Goal Setting and Time Management 
 

This is an exercise which should not be taken lightly. To do it properly you will need to take 

time, a lot of paper and possibly a change in your work methods. 

 

Goals are initially a list of what you want to have, do or be in a certain time-scale. The goals 

may change in their value, quantity or level, but the reasons why you want them will not, 

unless you have a massive external influence. What like? Simply, you may describe a certain 

car – a Jaguar XJ6– and they stop making that model. You may want to be the top performer 

in your company, but the company goes bust or relocates and you decide against going with 

it because it doesn’t fit in with your goals. 
 

The important thing with goals is be prepared to change and adapt. Re-evaluate as the 

world you create changes. What may seem like a challenge to you today, may seem or 

become easily achieved in a year’s time. This often happens to people in a relatively shorter 
time when the setting and achieving of mini-goals or objectives brings on a self-realisation 

that these things are possible in easier and faster ways than originally planned for. In an 

ever-changing world you need to be what I call “Rigidly Flexible”, That is to say – stay 

focussed but be prepared to alter, adapt and overcome as you move along your planned 

highway of life. 

 

I mentioned that goals are initially a list. All successful people are chronic list makers. They 

make lists, sub-lists, call back lists, to do lists, requirement lists, skills lists and many others. 

These lists provide a source of energy to them. Lists keep them focussed, prepared for 

challenges and aware of their potential and resources available to them. Often these lists 

will provide the raw material for future or more demanding projects or goals. They act as a 

second mind with which to stimulate your thoughts because they can provide clarity. Clarity 

of your previous thoughts. Lists take you back to basics or back on to the right path if you 

have strayed or become lost in some way. 

 

Why is this important? Sometimes we all get into a situation where we allow things to 

overwhelm us. Our state of mind or mental “state” is what I then liken to a canoe being 
paddled upstream away from some white water rapids. If we become defocused it isn’t long 
before we are crashing down the rapids, being buffeted by the current and smashed against 

the rocks. What’s more, not only are we going backwards, but we can’t see the problems 
until we collide with them, by which time it is too late. Water is pouring over us and there is 

nowhere to get a stroke from our paddle to stabilise us. We lose control. External forces are 

controlling us 

 

Losing control is one reason why I would never take drugs. Drugs render the user out of 

control. They take away your ability to plan and act on what you want. Drugs alter your 

body’s reaction to your nervous system, sending it false and inaccurate signals. Drugs alter 
your state quicker and more effectively than any other influence, except fear. And fear is a 

very important element in our lives. Drugs alter your body’s physiology – temporarily – to 



make you feel good and happy about yourself. Whilst under the effects of drugs you may 

well be in ecstasy, if you will pardon the pun, but afterwards you suffer immense trauma 

both physically and mentally. This trauma can be so bad that you want to get back on the 

drug again. More about drugs later, but as a last thought; have you ever felt really 

wonderful? Fantastic about yourself in such a way that you felt elated? On top of the world? 

We have all had feelings like that at some point, whether it was a sporting achievement, 

qualifying in your profession or even passing your driving test, we have all felt at least a 

moment of elation. What is the key to these feelings in these events? What is it that makes 

you breathe deeper, stand or sit more erect whenever you remember it? What makes you 

smile to yourself? The answer is emotion, feelings, and passion. It is the chemical reaction in 

your brain and the electrical charge in your nervous system that alters your physical body 

and then you start to remember those “special” moments. Emotion makes a wish into a 
desire. Emotion sparks the imagination to review past experiences and project a picture of 

you and your desire coming together in your “mind’s eye”. You can almost smell and touch 
it. Emotion is key to your goals. Emotions are what cause you to do what you do. Whatever 

you feel like doing in life will always boil down to one reason – it makes you feel good. 

 

So if emotions control our actions and thoughts, wouldn’t it be a good idea to control our 

emotions? The same was these emotions control our physiology, isn’t it possible that the 
reverse is true. Could we not control our emotions by directing our physiology? You bet we 

can. If you have ever been in the forces or any disciplined force, you would at some stage 

have had to been on parade or inspection. You would have been told (or screamed at 

usually) to stand up straight, head up, shoulders back and stomach in. Why? Is it to make 

you look good? Well – yes. It also makes you feel alive, important and instils a sense of 

pride. How many people do you know that go around staring at the ground, or sit slumped 

forward in their chair or car. Imagine how they feel. No – don’t. It is negative. Where do you 
think the expression “crying in his beer,” comes from? 

 

So you have decided to set your goals. Firstly, do not try to do this whilst driving. You won’t 
be able to write clearly and it is unfair on other road users. You need to plan some quiet 

time. Unplug the phone and prepare your materials. Turn off the TV and the stereo and the 

mobile phone. Unless you are an expert typist, do not try and type your goals, it is better to 

write freehand, because you may need to change, delete and alter certain parts as you go 

through. If you make a mistake it is easier to see through a lined out section than undelete 

and entire section of text on a word-processor. If your family is around, impress on them 

that you do not want to be disturbed or even better, get them to join in with you and set 

goals alongside you. They will thank you for it in the future. 

 

Make sure you have a pad of paper, two pens or pencils and a clear rested mind. If you need 

to have a drink with you ensure it is water or fruit juice. Definitely no alcohol and no full 

sugar fizzy drinks. Do not attempt this after a large meal either, the reasons are fairly 

obvious but if you do not know why I say it, please trust me and I will cover this later. 

 

To start we are going to construct a dream list. This list is simply an inventory of what you, in 

your ideal world, will have, be or do. It will be your designer world. As in all of nature, there 

has to be a balance. Someone who wants all material things can appear shallow and will 

attract the label of greedy or a show off. These people appear to others of not being 



deserving of their array of toys and trinkets. Someone who has all spiritual or self-

development types of goals will appear a very deep and often unapproachable. Similarly, 

someone who is constantly work or business orientated will be accused of not having a life 

or interpersonal skills. So a balance of goals is imperative so you can grow in all areas of 

your life. 

 

Often people will find themselves doing things for the wrong reasons. They are simply 

making a living and not designing their life. They lose sight of what they are doing or why 

they are doing it. You have to make clear in your own mind the why, what and how we do 

what we want to do. Personal and family life is usually why we do anything, for a better 

home, car, and education for our children, holidays and all the comforts of home. What we 

do is our jobs, career, financial plans and sometimes hobbies if they are productive in either 

money or home comforts such as furniture making or art. How we do things is probably the 

least definitive of all the areas in our life. This is the area of self-development and 

knowledge or skills. Sometimes these are difficult to measure as we often have only 

ourselves to measure against over time. We can always find others who are superior in 

various skills or knowledge that then makes us feel inadequate. However there are an 

enormous amount of people who are not as skilled as us in certain elements, but we tend to 

overlook or dismiss them because we have already told ourselves we are not good enough. 

 

The quality of your life is directly dependent upon the quality of communication you have 

with yourself. Whatever you tell yourself will be the truth. Yes, we are talking about the half 

full or half empty glass of water. If you lose your job, do you think “Oh God I have been 

made redundant, I don’t know what to do.” Or do you think “Fantastic, now I have the 
chance to find a career I really want to enjoy and develop.” 

 

Alongside the goals we will be setting, defining and refining, I want you to do an exercise in 

self-appreciation and involves you asking yourself some simple questions each day. Take a 

3” by 5” card and write the following questions down in any order you wish. 
 

Who loves me and how does that make me feel? 

Who looks up to me and how does that make me feel? 

Whom do I love and how do I feel about loving them? 

What in my life am I thankful about and how does that feel? 

What was the last thing I did for someone without expecting a reward of some kind? What 

good feelings does that make me experience? 

 

At the bottom or on the other side, write down the following affirmation; I believe that 

something wonderful is going to happen to me today. 

 

Ask yourselves the above questions at the start of each and every day and repeat the 

affirmation to yourself 10 times before breakfast. Make sure you do this routine before you 

reward yourself with food or music or whatever your breakfasting habits are.  

 

By the universal law of reflection, you will feel good about yourself on the inside and will 

radiate good on the outside. Thus you will initialise the law of attraction which will serve to 

attract things, ideas, events opportunities and people that will assist in your achievement of 



your goals. You will find yourself walking taller, smiling more and even doing things for 

others in a selfless way more often. By the law of sowing and reaping that effort and energy 

will be returned to you tenfold and help you along your way in life. Doors will be opened to 

you that you never expected. 

 

By having these things written down on a small card you can take them with you in a wallet 

or handbag anywhere you go and if you feel self-doubt or just a little down and 

unappreciated, take them out and go through the questions. It is vital to really re-live or feel 

the emotions each time and it will keep you smiling. You will also be amazed at the changes 

it can bring into your life. 

 

Change is often immeasurable. Why? Quite simply because it happens to us and our 

memory is ever growing, ever making new connections or neuro-links. It is often difficult to 

remember exactly the level of knowledge, happiness or self-esteem we may have had at a 

particular point in the past. Once we have grown to accept a new way of doing things 

(inevitably most people groan at a new way) we no longer face the fear of trying it. The 

uncertainty of the unknown of that thing dissipates like the morning dew or the steam from 

a kettle. Where we once made tentative steps, we now stride or even run over the same 

ground. The mystery of change no longer holds any fear or fascination for us. We accept it 

as read. We evolve. 

 

So how are you going to measure if this program does any good for you? I know that this 

program will give you exactly what you want and believe you can get from it. I know that as 

Napoleon Hill wrote over half a century ago, “whatever your mind can conceive and believe 
it can achieve.” You may not realise the seemingly giant steps that you will have taken so I 
recommend you start keeping a diary of events, a journal or success record of your starting 

point and all the discoveries and realisations you make along the way. Your journey of 

success will then be recorded and you can keep it for posterity, perhaps to show your 

grandchildren exactly what you have gone through to make their world, their future a better 

place for them. A life that is not recorded is not a life after all, simply an existence. 

 

Once you have prepared your journal, I recommend you fill the first few pages with your 

thoughts, fears and anticipation of what is to come. Be honest and write down all of the 

feelings you have to changing your life for the better. I know you will have doubts and 

trepidation and that you will have that immense destabiliser of self-doubt sitting on your 

shoulder, but I sincerely believe that if you persist, you will triumph. Starting any such 

document requires an overall plan – an idea of where you are going and the happenings you 

expect along the way. A fundamental item in this journal is going to be your dream list. 

 

Allowing yourself a ten minute maximum (an egg timer may come in useful at this point), I 

want you to clear your mind of how and why you may want things, material and otherwise, 

and simply describe what you want. Allow your mind to run free like an eight-year-old, just 

before Christmas. Do not think of the price, feasibility, and practicality or where you would 

be able to store it, just list the item concerned. It is important you do not go into too much 

detail that can come later. Keep your pen flowing throughout. Even if you do not know why 

you want something – put it down anyway. Sometimes we put things down that are of no 

use whatsoever, so what? If you want it – it can be yours. 



 

Below is a typical list that may assist you; 

 

Car 

Sauna 

3 Holidays Per year 

Jet Ski 

En-Suite Bathroom 

Holiday Villa/Lodge 

Learn to use computer/video mobile phone 

House 

Master’s Degree 

Learn French 

Own Jet Ski 

Set of Ping Golf Clubs 

Earn £50,000 

Build own house 

Swimming Pool 

Spouses Car 

Learn Spanish 

Own Business 

No Debts 

Earn £100,000 

Learn to dance 

 

Once you have your dream-list constructed, it is necessary to categorise them under the 

three main areas of your life. Those should be Family, Career and Personal Development 

and Financial, giving you the why, how and what in your life. Without a balance of goals in 

your life you will not fully appreciate the achievements you make for you or your family, 

present or future. If you are too heavily biased on financial goals you will become too 

materialistic and may have a lot of money, but you will have no one to share it with! Take 

five minutes to categorise your dream-list under these headings. 

 

Welcome back. If you haven’t done the above exercise, you will be fooling no one but 
yourself and the rest of goal setting will be a total waste of your time. If you have done it to 

your satisfaction, well done! 

 

To bring the universal laws into play, working for you, there are certain rules that your goals 

have to align to. These rules can be remembered using the acronym SMART; Specific, 

Measurable, Achievable, Realistic & Time banded. To achieve this and all the elements 

within it, I will now take you through the GOSPA method of achieving goals. 

 

Realistic is an area that some people in the self-development world have a problem with. 

Whenever you think of a goal, it is only natural to research your experiences and dismiss 

things because you have always been told, in the past, that it was unrealistic for you 

because .. Realistic in this context does not mean what you have been told you can 

achieve in the past, realistic means that it is in some way possible through the laws of 



physics and practicality. Nebulous or “fluffy” wants such as world peace or wanting 
everyone to love each other is highly unlikely to say the least and very impractical. You 

cannot set goals for anyone else, you can only set goals for you. Influencing others by your 

behaviour is the only way you will change other’s ideas and desires. Realistic simply means 
within the physical realms of possibility. 

 

At this juncture I am going to fly in the face of convention and other teachings on goal 

setting. All of the programs I have studied in the past have, I believe, a simple, unintentional 

but fundamental flaw in them. At this point, they would have you place a time whereby you 

want to have accomplished your goal. I have studied people and their goals and found that 

some goals are impractical in the time limit originally set, and consequently these goals are 

forgotten or shelved because the intensity or complexity simply overwhelms the goal setter. 

They start to act as a negative influence, the sort of thing where you know you should have 

done something but forgot it and hope no one notices. The point is, you notice. You know 

that the goal is placed on the backburner and it eats away at you the longer you leave it 

there. Now don’t misunderstand me. I know that a goal without a deadline is just a wish. If 
you set goals, affix a timeline to them and make a plan of action to achieve those goals, by 

the end of the time period you would have achieved over half, if not three-quarters of your 

goals, but that is crude and ineffective. If you were going to design an aircraft to take you 

and your family on a long journey. I am sure you would not jot the plans down on a beer 

mat, pop down the local do-it-yourself store and have the materials delivered before the 

next bank holiday weekend, so you would have time to build it, would you? It might fly, but 

for how long and how far? What about the safety aspect? I believe your future deserves 

better, don’t you? 

 

Harvard University did a study on the graduating class of 1953 and asked many questions. 

Included in these questions were; Have you set any goals for your future? Have you a 

written plan for the achievement of these goals? Only 3% answered yes to both these 

questions. 

 

Twenty years later, the study was followed up and all the members of the class of 53 were 

contacted. An amazing discovery was made about the survivors. The 3% had better 

lifestyles, happier marriages, better jobs and more secure backgrounds than any of their 

peers. Also, in wealth terms alone they found that the 3% were worth more than the 97% 

put together! 

 

Goals 

 

Goals are vital to your success. By using Goals you will bring in the skills and expertise you 

need to build your plane, learn to fly and provide the money for the airport charges. 

 

It is based on the age-old formula of GOSPA, but takes into account elements that other 

systems seem to take for granted. It is a blueprint of how to structure your personal 

development needs. 

 

G – Goals 

O – Objectives 



S – Strategy 

P – Plans 

A - Action 

 

Now, comes the real work. Starting with your first goal, on a clean sheet of paper, we will 

utilise a system called DELVE.  

 

Firstly describe and list the characteristics of the item (size colour etc.). Once you have given 

it a picture in your mind and an exact description on paper, you have a complete idea. 

 

Secondly you now have to experience owning, using or feeling the associated with having 

mastered the object such as pride, confidence or happiness etc. 

 

Thirdly write down the loss you will have if you do not attain, achieve, own or learn this 

item. Really feel the emotion within you at the sense of loss you will suffer if you do not 

make it a must.  

 

Then attach a price or value to this item, not in currency but perhaps on a scale of one to 

ten. How important is this item to you now and in the future. Be honest, is it a necessity or a 

luxury? Will it help your business life, home life or perhaps it will just be a status symbol, a 

trinket.  

 

Finally decide what you are prepared to exchange in your current life to achieve this new 

goal. An extra hour at the office per day? Night school? Getting out of bed earlier? 

Everything worthwhile has a price attached to it and you must be fully committed to paying 

the price or it will never happen. 

 

It is vital that you conduct this exercise on a new page for every goal. You will be adding to 

this page or pages as you build up a complete file for each goal. This is important so you can 

review each goal in its entirety and have the complete picture to hand. This will remind and 

reinforce to you why you desired it in the first place. When you re-read your goal the 

pictures and emotions you originally described will come flooding back to you, giving you 

the drive to carry on toward their attainment. 

 

You will find that by leaving two or three lines between each part will enable you to insert 

other notes when you have learnt new reasons for that section. 

 

Now, whilst on the subject of reviewing your goals, you will not always consider it important 

enough to dig out the whole exercise every day, so you can make a short cut. Obtain 

brochures or magazine of the exact item or something that will remind you to associate it to 

the thing you want. This is obviously easy for “thing” goals such as cars, homes or places to 

visit, but with a little imagination, that set of tapes for learning to speak French, pictured in 

that magazine may be just the thing for you. Or maybe a picture of the Tower of Pisa, the 

Empire State Building or the Pyramids may be the trigger for you. Place these cut-outs on 

your refrigerator or on a corkboard where you can see them everyday on a regular or 

frequent basis. 

 



Continue this exercise for every worthwhile dream on your list. Do not dismiss any of them 

due to cost or perceived likelihood of achievement, because you may surprise yourself. If 

you have the power to desire it, you have the ability to make it happen. Remember; 

whatever your mind can conceive and believe, you can achieve. If you do identify an item 

that is frivolous or unnecessary, keep it on the list but do not define it if you feel it would be 

a pointless exercise, as it can act against you.  

 

Do not continue reading this until you have defined exactly and specifically all of your goals! 

 

Objectives 

 

These are what I call mini-goals or milestones. This practice is known as critical path analysis 

and is an exercise that is conducted whenever you plan a large (or small) goal. If you want to 

do an evening class, they will provide you with a timetable where certain things will be 

covered or learnt by certain times.  

 

You can apply this synopsis approach to your goal setting. Let us assume you want to save a 

specific amount of money by a certain time. The overall amount of money may be a 

staggering amount and this can have a negative effect on you. Breaking the ultimate goal 

down to years, months, weeks and even days makes it more believable, easier and more 

convincing. A journey of a thousand miles starts with the first step. How do you eat an 

elephant? Just one mouthful at a time.  

 

If you fail to meet the objective one-month, do not, under any circumstances, add the 

difference to the next month. This just puts you under unnecessary pressure and creates 

self-doubt if the new target is short. Simply add the difference to the remainder and divide 

it by the time period left. The small increase will still be achievable and focus you a little 

more on the overall goal being achieved. 

 

In these early days, if you set a goal for a year, plan your objectives over ten months. This 

then gives you a two month buffer to mop up any shortfall and a ten month target is not 

usually a huge amount more than a twelve month one. 

 

There is a tendency for all of us to stop trying when we have done what is required. If you 

have achieved your monthly or weekly target you should not stop whatever it is you are 

doing as you will lose momentum. Starting from cold is always much harder. I liken it to a 

canal boat. The inertia needed to get it to move is tremendous, but once moving, you can 

keep it going with little effort. Persistence pays in the longer term. 

 

Winston Churchill was addressing the graduating class in a well-known public school, when 

one of the pupils asked him to sum up his fantastic success. He replied that he could answer 

that question in seven words. He stood up, resting heavily on his cane he announced in his 

gravelly voice; “Never give up. Never, never give up.” 

 

By completing this exercise you will have found that you have placed a time band on each 

and every goal for when you expect to achieve it. This now provides you with an end date. 



Most people live in the world of someday or maybe. You are starting to make your life and 

your goals a precisely defined certainty. 

 

Strategies 

 

Your general procedure. Unlike plans, this is simply an overview, the ground rules of how 

you intend to proceed. By taking your goals one at a time you have defined exactly what you 

want, when you want it and the measurable steps along the way. Now you need to write 

down the how you can see this goal being achieved overall. The strategy could be saving 

£1.55 a day for two years to get £1,200 over a two-year period with a 5% interest rate. It 

could be more complex and variable to fit your lifestyle or expected promotions, cost of 

living pay rises etc. Without a strategy and a purpose it will not happen. It will be a wish, a 

hope, a dream. Why do you think companies have a corporate strategy and mission 

statements? 

 

Strategies need not be defined to the nth degree. Treat it as a summary of what is intended 

or a general planning meeting covering what is expected to be done over a period of time 

working toward your goal at the end date. Don’t get hung up if your strategy seems a little 
vague at first. You can always return to it and revamp it as necessary. Re-writing it in its 

entirety is certainly allowed. All successful people think on paper. 

 

Planning 

 

Defined as: a table of proceedings or scheme of arrangements before any construction is 

attempted. This area is time and mind intensive. This is the engine room of goals. This part is 

hard work and where most people will falter, but not you. You have a clear idea of where 

you are going and can visualise the journey. You just need to work out the exact route.  

 

Additionally, a number of people will realise that by committing it to paper may put them in 

a position of failure if they do not do it. A sort of “told you so”. Fear of failure is common to 
all. Nobody likes to fail at anything, but there is one simple lesson that I hope will change 

your perspective of success and free your mind. That lesson is simply that you cannot 

succeed without failing. You cannot appreciate success unless there is failure and strife 

along the way. Success is hollow with no effort or fear of failure. 

 

Thomas Edison failed over eleven thousand times to provide the answer to the problem of 

the incandescent light bulb. After five thousand attempts a newspaper reporter who asked 

why he pursued this folly questioned him? After all, everyone knew that you had to light 

your way in the world with a paraffin lantern, so why did he waste his time and money on 

this fool’s errand? Edison relied stating that the reporter didn’t know how life worked. He 
hadn’t failed at all. He had successfully found five thousand ways that it didn’t work. 
 

Colonel Sanders on receiving his first social security retirement cheque from the state 

decided he wanted more and started approaching fried chicken restaurants offering his 

secret recipe free to anyone who would use it and pay him a 1c royalty on each piece of 

chicken sold. Time and again he was told that they didn’t need his recipe. How many no’s 
would it take you to give up and settle down into retirement? Fifty? A hundred? Five 



hundred? It took the good Colonel over one thousand and fourteen no’s before he 
convinced one man it would be a good idea and franchised the recipe. The rest is history. 

Colonel Sanders took stock of what he had to offer, worked out a strategy, planned it out 

and took action until it happened. 

 

Planning is vital. Planning is key. Planning does not have to be carved in stone and can be 

changed adapted or enhanced. If it doesn’t work the way you are doing it, change your 
approach. Or even better, find someone who has done it and copy or model them. 

 

One minute spent planning can save fifteen to thirty minutes in execution. Why? Because it 

is a structured list providing a sequence of events that keeps you on track. 

 

You may find that your planning is better on clean sheets of paper and that you might make 

several drafts before refining your plans to your satisfaction. In the future you may need to 

re-write some or all of the plans and these can then be substituted entirely. There is no set 

limit to the length of your planning, but these should be what you think you should do, 

know what should do or intend to do in a logical and directed order or pattern to take 

account of any social, cultural or seasonal adjustments as necessary. As with all planning, 

past performance data and analysis is essential, especially in sales. The number of suspects 

to prospects, prospects to appointments, appointments to sales, sales to referrals, average 

case size etc. all provide valuable ratios which by simply increasing one, will affect the whole 

stream of data for the future. 

 

How many times have you heard people ask things like; “What are your plans for the 

future?”, “I am going to a planning meeting.”, “You need a business plan.”, “Have you got 
anything planned for the weekend?”, “What is your plan of action?”. If plans and planning 
are so important in business, why don’t you take charge of your life and plan it. Adopt a 

business approach to your life and your future. Have planning meetings with your spouse 

and family. Plan areas of common interest and benefit and work on life’s problems together, 
pooling resources and experience. 

 

People never plan to fail, 

They just fail to plan! 

 

Action 

 

By this final section you have already formulated the things you know you should do. In this 

part you have to list and prioritise the day to day tasks that you need to do to make the rest 

of your goals happen. Often these things may be tedious, boring and mundane, but with 

repeated achievement of these tasks you will build a cumulative power, driving you onward 

and upward. If you have ever trained in the martial arts, your teacher, mentor or instructor 

will always refer you back to the basics time and time again. Until you master the basics you 

will never progress. Until these moves are automatic you cannot learn more adventurous 

moves. Driving a car requires constant repetition of the basics, making a sandwich require 

you start the same way each time and if you don’t, you end up with a plateful of 
disorganised food. Even a highly complex computer can only add or subtract numbers. It 



may do this very fast and provide an array of colours, shapes, whizzes and bangs, but every 

time a key is pressed it performs fundamental routines over and over again. 

 

If you are in sales, you have to make a certain number of calls and hold a certain number of 

sales appointments to get the required number of sales to achieve your target – your goal. If 

you are in retail you have to attract a certain number of people through the door to move a 

certain number of units. If you are in a service industry your goal is to make a number of 

people satisfied with your service to ensure repeat business and even tips, and to make your 

service better than anyone else can do it. All of these actions or tasks have to be performed 

to the best of your ability to each and every person as if they are the most important people 

in your day. 

 

These daily tasks may seem very obvious and necessary, but they are vital to your 

accomplishment of your goals and the most important element of your future, but they are 

also the first things that you will give up on. The rest will fall like dominoes as soon as you 

stop performing your daily tasks at the optimum level. 

 

Why do I say you will give up these things? I know that through experience both personal 

and observed, that ninety percent of people who go all the way through this program, agree 

with the content entirely and learn the GOSPORT system will fail to follow through with 

what they have learnt. Goal setting is only the start to changing your life and your future. 

The missing element is the small incongruous key to continuing with these tasks – 

persistency.  

 

Persistency is mostly sheer guts, stubbornness and single-mindedness. Persistency gives you 

the strength to carry on in the face of adversity, ridicule and doubt. Persistency is power. Do 

not confuse persistency with dogmatism or a blinkered or blind relentless drive. That would 

be foolhardy and eventually destructive. You must be aware of your actions and their 

consequences and adjust your actions to work better and more effectively each time. 

 

Summary of GOSPA system 

 

You have now listed your dreams and selected the worthwhile goals from them. Sometimes 

dreams will amalgamate into one larger goal with certain objectives or milestones being the 

smaller achievable levels within a shorter time. Occasionally you will find that you need to 

achieve certain minor goals before starting or progressing the major ones. I hope you have 

found this. 

 

You now have order where there was chaos. You have logical, practical ideas of what you 

want, how you are going to get it them and when and what you need to help you. What do 

you do now? Sit back and put your feet up, waiting for them to happen? If you did so, by the 

law of probability you may have one or two goals happen or become a reality through no 

effort. This is because there is a force in the universe that we do not yet understand or 

quantify in any way. We do know that once you set goals, something happens to help you 

move toward it. To achieve most or even all of your goals, something else is needed and 

that something is action. It is not always easy to know what to do first. 

 



When I was in the Royal Navy, as with all large organisations, we would often receive 

memos and they would be of varying priority. We all know the meaning of urgent and how 

we respond to that word depends on how much urgency we perceive it to have. We are 

aware that someone else’s lack of planning, foresight or organisation does not always 
reflect our belief in instant reaction – in fact their problem is not always ours! The most 

motivating and inspiring over stamp I ever saw was a simple three words which Winston 

Churchill often used. Quite simply it read – Action This Day. 

 

By taking action on each of your top three goals in each area you will start to realise the 

power of setting goals. You will start to understand the types of action needed and the time 

they will take. A feeling of achievement will fill you. A sense of motion and more importantly 

a sense of direction will fill every fibre in your body. No more will you go to bed saying, “I 
have been busy today but feel I have achieved nothing.” 

 

You will be on your way. 

 

Remember: Action This Day 

  



 

Chapter 6: Organisation and Time Management 
 

After carefully laying out your plans, you have to work with the execution using an 

organised structure to efficiently manage time. Time Management tools involve a lot of 

organizational aspects that limit and control the flow of resources. 

 

A suggested organisational method you can do to manage your time and to entail great 

results is by using “Time Estimation”. First you need to know where your time goes or how 

you would like to spend the rest of your day. If you work in an office, calculate how much 

time you spend in your office and at home. Time estimates will give you the idea of your 

workflow, your efficiency in doing work, and your time to relax and rest.  

 

For other time estimates, try considering these: 

1. Time of Work: the regular workload for most people is 8 hours, more or less. You 

have to maximise your time and energy during this productive period. Work time should 

also follow regulation that is created to sustain a harmonious atmosphere for both 

employees and employers. 

 

2. Personal time: this is the time in which an individual can have personal space and 

time for reflection. This can be either a time to contemplate or rest for a while (during 

coffee breaks, a prayer, or cigarette break). Personal time can be short but it is very 

meaningful for an individual who is seeking refuge and silence after a day of hustle and 

bustle. This is also a moment of reflecting the time spent on other things like work and 

other activities. 

  

3. Interaction moments: these are times spent talking with colleagues, friends, 

relatives, and loved ones about relationships, professional matters, personal things, or 

anything that concerns the speaker and the listener. Usually we become unconscious on the 

time spent for this activity but we should be aware of the many things learned from 

interaction and socialisation. 

 

4. Time for Relaxation and Recreation: this is the time when you reward yourself after 

spending so many hours and days at work. This is a time to feel free and to enjoy the 

moments of life. 

 

You can organise your time by creating a daily agenda and by checking your agenda at the 

end of each day to track down your schedule on a daily basis.  

 

Other suggestions include: 

 

Keep an activity log in which all your activities, either major or minor, can be written down 

and later on, be analysed by you. You would see that you have a remarkable capacity to do 

so many things or, on the opposite side, there are so many things that you have not done 

because of tardiness. This would also help you become more aware of your strengths and 



your weaknesses. You can also analyse your period of alertness and productivity through 

this activity log. 

 

Track-down your idle moments or your periods of tardiness. For example, know what might 

have been the cause of the delay of finishing tasks such as writing a report or going to your 

appointment. This way, you would also know your weaknesses when it comes to motivation 

and goal setting. 

 

Know your personal histories, your family history, and learning insights from the past. This 

way, you would recognise the importance of time and how it has affected your 

development as an individual or as part of your family or society. 

 

You may also compare your work efficiency with the work style of others. But this should 

not frustrate you if you see that others leave you behind. Contrary to this, you should be 

motivated to excel or to improve your condition if you see that you are not working as fast 

or as efficient as they are. 

 

Importance of Filing 

Some people think that filing is a complete waste of time. The opposite is true. The benefits 

of filing far outweigh the inconveniences of engaging in such task. The importance of filing 

lies in the fact that you don't have to wade through lots of stuffs when you're looking for a 

particular item. You'll know exactly where it is located. 

 

I can’t profess to using all of these tips, but I use a version of them either by electronic 
means or using my Filofax. Here are some super tactics for organised filing. 

 

1. Get colourful. Buy folders of different colours, each colour representing a specific 

category. For example: green folder is for bank accounts, blue folder is for health records, 

red folder is for utility receipts, and so on. You may even put labels of various colours in 

every folder. Let's say in the bank accounts folder, you can put a label coloured brown for 

one bank, then orange for the other bank. 

 

2. Go through all your files and just keep the things you need. People sometimes keep 

things that they don't even need or that they don't find any value in. Give to your relatives 

or to charity your old clothes that are now too small for you to wear. This applies to your 

other things. Upon checking an item, just ask yourself, "Will I still find use for this thing in 

the future?" If the answer is "No," then give it away or dispose of it. Then properly organise 

and file whatever is left. 

 

3. Create a unique folder for each day of the month. This may be a little time-

consuming at first; but once you're done, you have a very efficient system for organizing and 

scheduling your tasks. The way it works: Create a folder for the 1st day of the month, 2nd 

day, 3rd day, and so forth. After having 31 folders (representing the maximum number of 

days in a given month), you are now ready to utilise this tactic. Let's say your credit card bill 

arrives on the 12th of June, but it won't be due until the 20th. You may put it in the Day 20 

folder, or Day 19 (to give you some leeway). By using this method, it would be hard for you 

to miss out on any important date or occasion. 



 

Deduction and Induction 

There are ways to organise sets of ideas. Like in a story or a narrative, one can look for the 

conclusion in the end or sometimes, as most flashback stories would narrate, you can go 

backward. This is also true in the process of Deductive and Inductive Logic. You could either 

start from Generalisation to Specific details in the process of Deduction. You may create 

your hypothesis first like: "Earning more in three years through small business ventures with 

close friends is possible if..." and giving specific details like how to do it or what should be 

done to follow the organised pattern towards a successful conclusion. 

 

On the other hand, Inductive Logic may involve specific details first (like what are the factors 

that lead to bankruptcy) to form a general conclusion or an overall analysis. In creating an 

organised strategy to manage time, you can also employ the deductive and inductive way of 

projecting ideas or concepts. To further crystallise these points here are some situations, 

which use both deduction and induction in the process of calculating time. 

 

Deduction: 

• At the supermarket, when buying things, you might consider the needs of your 

family, your own needs, your budget, or your general preference in choosing items. It would 

also be helpful if you prepare a shopping list. On the other hand, you may also think of the 

menu you are about to cook for the whole week and from this, you can create your 

shopping list. This way, you are not only saving time spent in the grocery but you may also 

estimate your money for such expenses. 

• During business meetings or formal negotiations, the objectives agreed by both 

parties should be the guiding principle in knowing what to discuss and in what order. In 

negotiating something, goals or conclusive statements like "a successful bargaining 

agreement" would be the necessary end that will condition the creation of means or moves. 

• In writing a book, one would have a general idea of the story and the flow of the 

narrative. 

• In preparing for a party, one would be wary of the theme or the desired atmosphere 

that the organiser had thought of. Induction: 

• In some research work for an unknown knowledge or conclusion, the researcher has 

to look for evidences or facts that will give conclusive results. 

• Planning for a grand holiday trip or a cruise etc. might have no conclusions yet but 

during the preparation or the actual trip, a person may experience a lot of different 

moments, which can contribute to a memorable vacation or a regrettable one. 

• To make architectural plans, much specific details should be considered (though this 

can also be done using a general theme or conclusion). The final plan is based on the 

availability of the resources, the time frame on which the house or structure should be built, 

and other factors that are involved in the construction. 

• In solving some problems, you have to know the different factors, which might have 

been the cause of the dilemma. There are many things to think of in solving difficult 

situations but these factors or details would help you create a clear picture about what 

might have happened and what can be done to resolve conflicts and contradictions. 

 

The process of logical reasoning is a good strategy to create and organise plans and execute 

preparations that you have made. There are more ways to create strategies and these two 



are just the basic directions that can guide you in finishing your task. You must be creative 

and flexible in handling the situation and you can base the direction you are following on 

these two scientifically proven processes. You must intelligently choose from these 

directions based on carefully crafted ideas to succeed in less time and effort. 

  

The Benefits of Ergonomics 

Ergonomics is the organised and scientific study of space and its possible perfect feature for 

better human management and labour. The use of space to avoid cluttering and pressure is 

very important in minimizing errors and mistakes that could lead to the disruption of 

operations during work. 

 

Ergonomically crafted office space is better than unplanned or disorganised working 

scenarios. In making office supplies and machines that aid human work and behaviour, the 

intelligent use of space and human efficiency are considered to better equip highly 

complicated labour scenarios like big offices and factories, or specialised venues like 

hospitals, laboratories or even our homes. 

 

However, planning the place for work doesn't only give comfortable working conditions but 

it is also saves time and energy as you engage in different tasks. Organised space can lead to 

a more organised flow of work and the production of better products and services. On the 

other hand, it would also help an individual in avoiding pressures, mistakes, and obstacles 

from unfit spaces and conditions.  

 

Here are some ways to help you create an ergonomically better working space and lifestyle: 

 

1. Avoid clutter. Neatness doesn't only give an impression of human cleanliness but it also 

makes a room free from dangers and oversights. It would also be easier to find a tool or a 

document if things are in their proper order. This would minimise your time looking for such 

objects. Examples: 

 Keep a handy box that will serve as your multi-purpose box whenever you 

pick lost objects in your house. You can use this box after cleaning a room 

or making an inventory inside your closet. Finally, make sure that those 

objects you will find go into their proper places. 

• Clean as you go. Maintain the habit of cleanliness, in small ways or in general 

clean up. You can spend 10 minutes picking up objects or misplaced 

things. You may involve other people to engage in this habit too. 

• Never put rubbish anywhere except in the correct receptacle. More so, don't 

let these unnecessary objects hide inside your cabinets, closets, or under 

your bed until they become little monsters of their own. 

• Your table should be your soul. A clean and organised working table will help 

you become more efficient. Daily tasks or mundane things (like 

sharpening a pencil or putting staple wires on a stapler) wouldn't become 

a detraction to more complicated activities like analysing entries of an 

accounting book or filing important documents if your table is neat and 

highly organised. 



• Do not buy bulky appliances or office equipment. Your house or office should 

have more space for movement and accessibility for things you need for 

your daily tasks. 

 Always follow the "On the fly" philosophy: Close an open drawer when you 

pass by it, empty a full wastebasket, pick-up a clothing item lying down 

on the floor and hang it up, file papers and never let it fly around the 

house or office space. 

• Check the items if they are arranged according to their proper grouping. A 

pencil shouldn't be with the knives, spoons and other utensils. Milk 

cartons shouldn't be near toilet disinfectant. Food and insecticide being 

together could endanger people's lives. 

• Compartmentalise, organise each box, label them and arrange them in such a 

way that no heads will suffer bumps from falling objects. 

2. Keep updated on the ergonomically designed houses or office spaces. You can either 

hire a professional industrial interior designer to do the job of keeping your space organised, 

or learn the principles of maintaining an efficient and cosy working environment. 

3. Use colours that will motivate or encourage people to become cheerful, happy, and 

interested with their works. Bright colours can subdue the feeling of loneliness in a vast 

office space but brightness shouldn't become a distraction or an irritant to the eye. The 

colour grey, on the other hand, commands formality and a savvy environment fit for serious 

and corporate setting. Verdant or green surrounding relaxes the mind and eyes but these 

should be balanced by neutral colours such as black or blue to avoid redundant feelings or 

laxity. 

4. Make the temperature just right. Temperature is also a factor that could either 

irritate or motivate a person to work. Temperature should be just right and the senses must 

be tempered with pleasant stimuli during work. Make sure that the air conditioner or 

thermostat of your heating works properly and gives the right temperature according to the 

change of weather. 

5.  Use modern gadgets and equipment. They can be of big help in maintaining a 

functioning working environment. Chairs should be adjustable, with tilting features and 

rotating bases. Acquire forearm and wrist supports. Fax machines, telephones, computers, 

modems, printers should be in proper network to help you work with things faster. 

However, delays and malfunctioning of these gadgets can be a source of headache or time 

wastage if improper use is frequent or if technology and human conditions are not properly 

managed. Also, technology should not be a hindrance in creating a better working 

environment; therefore, you should learn from the basics and should be updated on the 

current information in the use and maintenance of sophisticated office equipment. 

 

These are just some of the ways you can improve your house or your working space. Now if 

you try to follow some of these, you would notice that your working time would become 

fast and efficient. You would also become aware of your environment. This would give you 

the feeling of command and control over your workplace, your life, and the time that 

surrounds you. 

  

Summary 

Time management, like any other skill, is not hard to develop. Time should be kept not as an 

enemy, but as a companion towards your destined paths. 



 

There's a time for love and romance, for jubilation, and for sorrow. There's a time to relax, 

and a time to catch up with the running moments. But what is important is to be in control 

of time, no matter how pressured or tight any situation might be. 

 

We have different perceptions regarding this temporal aspect we call time. But in the end, 

what is important is to be on time for everything, under the natural conditions of things, on 

a normal flow of moments. 

 

Communication lines worldwide are vast and interrelated. Roads and transportation system 

create dizzying paths and passageways. More so, data are overflowing and overwhelming, 

drowning us with limitless ideas and knowledge. Likewise, we have to be equipped with the 

right information and updated with the critical intelligence to get into where we must go, 

wasting no time at all. We should lead our lives with ways to manage our resources, energy, 

and time efficiently. 

 

Remember that Time Management techniques will be different for everyone, and your 

purpose is to find the best ways for it to work for you, then fine tune it until it is the best it 

can be, and then you will be the best you can be too. 
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